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instRuctions

A user manual comes together with every more complex machine you buy. 
The usual advice you normally find in the introduction states: “Before you 
start this machine, be sure to study the instructions in detail”. Sometimes 
you may happen to find an added part: “We take no responsibility for any 
consequences stemming from not following the instructions carefully”. 

The case is very similar with using this reference manual as well. However, 
this time we may not guarantee any positive results even if all the below 
mentioned directions are followed. This work involves dealing with people 
who, as is known, differ widely in their reactions. In spite of this we ask 
the tutors as well as the volunteers, who would like to devote their time 
to this altruistic calling, to study this reference carefully until the very end 
and try to understand its message. At the end of the manual you will find 
out that everything you have read is meant to inspire and not to be copied 
absolutely identical. It is possible (and even desirable) that the principles 
of this manual combined with personal experience may lead you to come 
up with more effective ways of promoting health prevention as well as new 
possibilities of how to help people in all the aspects of health. We wish you 
pleasant experiences on a journey that is not easy, however, rewarding at 
the end, being able to serve the needs of other people.
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1. What are health clubs?

They are regular and long-term health meetings with topics of interest 
for target groups of people. The meetings consist of lectures, practical 
courses and other educational activities focused on handing down infor-
mation particularly in the area of healthy life style. They are motivating 
the change of wrong life-style habits that cause various diseases in society 
today. Visitors will be shown how to acquire healthy habits to replace 
their unhealthy practices. 

All activities place focus on grasping human health in its complexity 
(including the physical, mental, social and spiritual areas) and balance 
(harmonious emphasis of particular areas).

2. unifying vision and purpose of health clubs

Vision
On the basis of altruistic motives, we plan to 
create a balanced community, in which people 
will mutually motivate one another, experience 
and put into practice the principles of a healthy 
lifestyle in all its areas.

Purpose
Speaking to people of all age groups and hand 
down the acquired knowledge; helping the inte-
rested ones acquire and practice the principles of healthy lifestyle; moti-
vating other people to serve others.

�. What organization guides these activities?

Since the beginning of their activities in Slovakia (since 1996), the work 
of health clubs has been led by the “Life and Health” association. In the 
Czech Republic, (since 1997), the health clubs have been established by an 
independent nonprofit organization supported by the association Country 
Life, Ltd. and the Seventh-day Adventist Church. Since 2003 they have 
been officially under the umbrella of the life and health association. 
The health clubs may function as independent units of this association, 
or they can come directly under the head office. Currently, 3 regional 
coordinators – one in the Czech Republic, one in the Moravia region, and 
the other one in Slovakia, are coordinating the activities of all the health 
clubs.
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4. What about the history of health clubs?

In Czechoslovakia the interest of people in their health and factors inducing 
their diseases grew enormously right after the very first months and years 
after the revolution in 1989. The Life and Health Association reacted to 
this growing need by starting to conduct health lectures, seminars, anti-
smoking, anti-stress and other courses. The idea of altruistic help and prac-
tical support to people who want to acquire new habits have moved to 
a more professional level in 1993, when the lecturers of this association 
were trained by either the internal tutors or ones coming from abroad. The 
vision of regular meetings and their clear structure started to be formed 
within 1995–1996. The health clubs in Trnava, Košice, Banska Štiavnica 
and Ružomberok are among the very first ones established at that time. 
The public interest in their activities and results of their work were a suff-
icient motivation to establish additional health clubs in Presov, Kezmarok, 
Lucenec, and Cadca. The business company Alfa Bio supported financially 
their activities in Slovakia. This company helped by supplying their produ-
cts for the food demonstrations when the cooking courses were organized 
and also in the form of financial sponsorship. Part of the finances needed 
to run the health clubs was obtained from several authorized grants and 
subsidies. Currently there are 25 health clubs running in Slovakia. The first 
health club in the Czech Rebublic was established in 1997 in Rakovník. 
Its founders were inspired by the experience of the health club in Košice. 
This was followed by the opening of a vegetarian Country Life restaurant 

in Prague, and~another health club in Kladno a 
year after that. 

At that time, a project was approved to have 
a systematic establishment of health clubs in the 
Czech Rebublic. The company Country Life spon-
sored the project as it reimbursed the salary and 
costs of the activities for an assigned employee. 
As of today, more than 70 health clubs have 
been established in Europe, of which more than 
50 are running well. It is necessary to state that 
without material and technical support, without 

being allowed the clubrooms and educated tutors from the Seventh-Day 
Adventist Church, this improvement would not be possible. The activities 
of health clubs were further supported by the companies of Veto Petracek, 
Vegall, Adventist association of institutions, entrepreneurs and managers of 
ASI, and by further tens or even hundreds of volunteer workers.
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�. Who is directing the health club meetings?

The association “Life and Health” in Slovakia is an organization of lecturers. 
In the Czech Republic a non-lecturer may also be a member of this associa-
tion; therefore, trained tutors constitute one of the various forms of mem-
bership. lecturers are composed of medical personnel, other people with 
a required level of professional specialization (like physiotherapists, nutriti-
onists, biologists, etc.), “lifestyle counselors” trained in Health Evangelism 
schools (if possible having accreditation), and other educated laymen. The 
principal criterion for acquiring a lecturer certificate is a personal identifi-
cation with the NEWSTART® program (which is the basis of health clubs), 
both in theory and practice. The principal scientifical criterion is passing a 
test based on the textbook called dynamic living. The trained lecturers 
are further being systematically educated in diff-
erent areas, such as “curative nutrition”, “healthy 
food preparation”, “addictions”… etc.

�. Who trains our lecturers?

The training system for our lecturers has several 
phases. The renowned American university of 
Loma Linda in California has become a professi-
onal advisor for this educational process. Its group of specialists, who have 
repeatedly educated our lecturers, may be proud of such personalities as 
Prof. John Scharffenberg, MD, PhD. (the principal tutor of medical doctors 
in the area of  prevention); Stoy Proctor MD. MPH (professor of sanitary 
edification and education), Prof. Berth Connell, PhD, RD, FADA, (head of 
dietology and nutrition department), professor Kenneth I. Burke, PhD, RD, 
(deputy of the united medical professions school), and others. The courses 
are completed by the final exams and awarding the attendants a certificate. 
The education is also being provided by other foreign as 
well as home specialists. 

Another practical platform of our educational process 
is the lifestyle institute, which grants the lecturers an 
opportunity to complete qualification courses for activities 
like: 

Healthy Lifestyle Counselor; 
Masseur qualified for sport massages; 
Worker in a vegetarian restaurant; 
Farmer focused on the ecological agriculture; 
Humanitarian volunteer; 
Wellness center assistant. 
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Furthermore, we closely cooperate with the association “Streams of Health”, 
Pacific Health Education Center (PHEC), Weimar Institute and other insti-
tutions. The lecturers regularly attend expertise seminars held by various 
educational institutes.

�. What is the neWstaRt® program?

NEWSTART® is a copyrighted prevention and tre-
atment program, which is successfully being used 
by numerous Lifestyle Centers all over the world. 
Followed correctly, it brings people relief from 
health problems as well as a new perspective 
of health and the way of life. It deals with eight 
simple factors:

N – Nutrition
E – Exercise
W – Water

S – Sunshine
T – Temperance
A – Air
R – Rest
T – Trust
Health clubs attendants are advised to follow those principles to opti-

mize their personal lifestyle. The positive results are not only shown when 
controlling the weight, blood pressure, cholesterol or subcutaneous fat; 
moreover, they are beneficial for the entire body, showing itself through 
vitality, personal satisfaction, and happier lives.

�. how do the health club 
meetings look like?

The structure of the meetings may differ in vari-
ous health clubs, depending on particular needs 
in the given region, desires of the attendants, 
specialization of lecturers and the volunteer 
team, etc. 

The program usually includes a social, part, 
which may be singing of some favorite songs. 
Further some substantial time is devoted to 
the theoretical part (presentation, seminar, or 
other). This is followed by the practical part 



(depending on the type of focus – healthy cooking course, exercise, prac-
tical demonstration, group work, etc.). 

The meeting may have a motivation-supportive part, which is 
devoted to a mutual discussion on the given topic. A traditional practice 
of a health club is to have a light refreshment (complimentary healthy 
meal, food sampling of the demonstrated recipies or drinking of herbal 
teas). Sometimes the meetings may offer some screening tests or the sale 
of health literature. 

Part of health club activities are various competitions, exhibitions of 
one’s own creativity, health excursions, sport days, City Day of Health, 
support of humanitarian aid collections and activities, etc.

9. i like it. can i also start a health club?

If you are recommended by any of the health clubs lecturers, and identify 
with the principles of the New Start Program in a practical way, passed 
the test, and are willing to further broaden your knowledge in the area, 
you are close to becoming a health club lecturer. If that is the case, we 
would like to draw your attention however, to the fact that this journey is 
not going to be easy, since your are dealing with people, and many might 
become discouraged. It is not solely about reading out a presentation or 
handing over one’s own experience and professional knowledge. This is 
volunteer work and therefore you really need the desire to help the others 
in a caring, unselfish manner. If you still feel like working for a health club 
in spite of these warnings, continue and move to the practical part of this 
reference manual.
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PRactical 
PaRt
This part of the manual describes in detail the scheme of how the health 
clubs are established and run, according to how you can see in the front 
and back cover. The description, which in itself is divided into four stages, 
will lead you step by step to realizing and fulfilling the defined aims.
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i. the fiRst stage    
necessaRY ReQuiReMents

1. the basic requirement

The basic requirement is to identify himself with the above described 
unifying vision and purpose of the health clubs. 

The vision and purpose is described in the Informative Part, point 2.

2. the conditions for the establishment of a 
health club. 

The basic condition of every health club to exist 
is to have available a minimum of � lecturers. 
These lecturers should be able to recruit new 
people who are interested in such a service, and 
who will be assistants to the lecturers. These 
volunteers, together with the lecturers, create 
an organizing team.

�. the educational process

one can become a lecturer if he or she:
1.  is recommended by one of the existing lecturers
2.  identifies with the new start program both in theory and practice
3.  passes the test based on the book dynamic 

living
4.  possesses a willingness to further educate 

oneself in the area of health prevention

After the volunteer is assessed (on the basis of 
general requirements) and he or she successfully 
passes the test, the applicant obtains a lecturer 
certificate and becomes a lecturer (on the ele-
mentary level). The certificate authorizes them to 
speak in public under the name of the Life and Health Association. 

the systematic educational process carried out by the association 
itself and under the auspices of the American university of loma linda 
helps to improve the qualification standard of the lecturers. The training 
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courses are held every year and offer further education, depending on 
the area of interest and professional level of the lecturer. The aim is to 
allow all lecturers professional development by obtaining more theoretical 
knowledge, as well as gaining some practical skills in the area of lifestyle. 
This all depends on the lecturer’s individual area of specialization. The 
lecturers, who lead the team to an understanding of the basic principles 
of health clubs and their service, train the assistants. Further, the assistants 
are required to study the Health Club Manual and identify with its guideli-
nes, as well as with the particular team vision. A team may also be unified 
thanks to good communication and prayers.
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ii. the second stage    
PRePaRation WoRK

1. Defining the target group and defining the aim 

task: The organizing team defines the target group and determines the aim.

a target group may be:
a)  a risk group of people between the age of 25 to 65
b)  people with high number of risk factors for lifestyle diseases
c)  people suffering from any lifestyle disease
d)  overweight or obese people
e)  people with elevated blood cholesterol or 

hypertension
f)  interest or closed groups
g)  all those who long for a change in their 

lifestyle
h)  people who are lonely
i)  businessmen who are stressed on a daily 

basis
j)  mentally exhausted people
k)  children and youth
l)  mothers with their children
m)  sportsmen
n)  retired people
o)  others
the aim should be defined briefly and clearly, 
certainly not conflicting the vision and purpose of the health clubs. 
E.g.: “Limit any signs of risky behavior and habit of the target group, which 
otherwise lead to increased occurrence of lifestyle disease risk factors. At the 
same time increase substantially those factors which support optimal health in 
an individual who belongs to the target group”.

2. Defining the possibilities and abilities of the 
team members 

task: The members of the organizing team assess their possibilities and abilities 
for the work in a health club (personal contribution, field of interest, time).

specialization and further desired abilities of team members:
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- ability to address people
- ability to manage, lead and coordinate
- communication skills
- ability to speak in public
- ability to empathize with others
- a balanced attitude and tolerance
- ability to present in a pleasant, likeable manner
- ability to motivate, encourage and be sympathetic
- ability to lead the discussions in an interactive way
- be friendly and communicative
- playing a musical instrument (accompanying), or singing
- technical & computer skills
- promoting skills, advertisements, writing articles
- contacts with the city, offices, doctors
- a creative and innovative attitude coupled with the ability to execute 

tasks until the very end
- a person who brings people together
- a helper for everything (assistance, cleaning, helping with preparations, 

buying the materials needed, driving, helping with furniture 
arrangement, or be ready as a backup person)

- other particular specializations depending on the field of interest, e.g. 
ability to lead cooking courses or exercise, skills to present in a practical 
way some of the natural treatments, or do presentations on psychology 
topics and mental health

- others (describe)

It is necessary to describe the main field of interest, or possibly a particular 
area of specialization. At the meetings, each of its members should under-
line the skills that apply to him or her. Then all the members should 
evaluate this “test”. The acquired knowledge may later serve as help when 
assigning the responsibilities. Every member’s strengths should be consi-

dered to be his or her field of actuation.
A different color may be used to highlight 

those qualities in which you are weaker, but 
that are still important to you, therefore nee-
ding improvement. This way every member may 
focus on what they are good at, which is what 
will make the team strong. At the same time he 
or she may work on those skills and areas that 
are important for the work in the club. It is natu-
ral that many will find several skills on the list, 
in which they are strong and good. They can 
be a huge contribution to the team as they are 
well rounded and thus may cover several areas. 
It is best to assign these people with the most 
necessary assignments that other people have no 
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talent for. Sometimes the skills may be cumulative. Sometimes a lecturer 
is able to play the guitar, knows how to motivate, and has coordination 
skills as well.

Similarly, a technician may lead the discussions with people. According 
to the schedule, the individual assignments should be divided in a way 
that everyone is involved, however not overloaded with work. We all are 
interested in reaching one aim together. In order to do this, every piece 
of work is of equal importance. 

In order to find out about the leading areas in the team individuals, there is a Test of Team 
Objectives to be used, which may be of great help. The test was worked out according to 
Belbin, and is a separate appendix of this manual (you may receive it upon request from 
the district coordinators). 

the number of team members should in no case be smaller than 
4; the ideal number is 6 or more. The members should be able to state 
clearly how much time – the least and the most – are they willing to 
dedicate to this service during one week. You can determine a specific day 
(or days) and frequency of the health club meetings, adjusting this 
date to be suitable for everyone. This service should become one of the 
principal priorities for every member of the team. Otherwise numerous 
absences may occur after time as different interests or commitments take 
over the priority.

�. determining the means to achieve this goal 

task: The team determines the means to achieve the stated goal.

We give free space to one’s imagination when working on the goals of the 
health clubs. Many times it is possible to combine several different means 
and ways to achieve the same end.

different possibilities to work:
1) Practical course of healthy cooking (cooking demonstrations directly in 

the health club meeting or through videotape)
2) Health presentations – the theory of nutrition
3) Health presentations – any practical topic motivating people to a positive 

change
4) Education in the field of physiology in order to improve the understanding 

of connections between the cause and effect
5) Massage trainings
6) A series of practical presentations on natural treatments
7) How to avoid lifestyle diseases (risk factors and prevention)
8) Practical course on how to improve relationships
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9) Antistress seminar for professionals (covering areas of business, family 
and free time)

10) Antistress seminar for the average person (common life events)
11) Weight Loss seminar, focused on the change of eating habits and 

promoting exercise
12) Stop Smoking seminar
13) NEWSTART program demonstrated in a practical way
14) Happy Family seminar
15) Relationships among people
16) Victory over dependencies
17) Herbal tearoom with videos to view
18) Health prevention, relationships, area of mental health, meaning of 

life
19) Exercising together
20) Sunday sports (focusing on exercise, health, and relationships)
21) Hiking for health
22) Children’s Health Club (for the children of parents who attend the 

health clubs)
23) Project “Fillip and his friends” (healthy upbringing and drug prevention 

for children between the age of 4 to 10)
24) Health Expos organized by health clubs attendees (several times a year, 

but for different neighborhoods)
25) Events united with those of the State Health Department
26) special days, such as health screening, humanitarian events, Children’s 

Day, Mother’s Day, competition in making the best healthy vegetable 
salad, concerts, Christmas program with a spiritual atmosphere, and 
others

The regular meetings may be made more interesting by adding “special 
days“ in the program. Also, the first and last meeting may be somehow 

different like inviting a special guest, adding an 
unusual event, fellowship dinner, etc.

Some of the above and below mentioned types of work 
are described in more detail in the IIIrd Stage in 
point nr. 2.

other interesting features:
27) Health Expo
28) Health club competition, “I will take my own 

health in my own hands”
29) Switching presenters between health clubs
30) Guest speaker from a neighboring health club
31) Arranging a weekend at a retreat (either one or several health clubs 

together)
32) Attending a week-long event called “Summer Health Camp”
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The organization team of every health club knows where its strengths are, 
and adjusts the whole program accordingly. Always try to focus on those 
activities for which you have qualified staff available. Any conclusions 
should be presented by a professional; certain areas are to be presented 
by a professional exclusively (massages, dependencies, etc.)

4. further supporting resources

This part includes other aspects that might directly or indirectly influence 
the process of how to reach the set goal.

technical resources
In order to be more efficient, taking into account certain expectations in 
the standard of presenting information, it is appropriate to use some of 
the items mentioned below:
−	 Video projector (the probability of people remembering  the infor-

mation increases when the information is visualized)
−	 DVD player
−	 Notebook (possibility of Powerpoint presentations)
−	 Projector and overheads
−	 CD player (background music before 

the meeting starts, and then as appro-
priate during parts of the meeting)

If you want to do a health talk having no tech-
nical resources at your disposal,  try to use 
some graphics, demonstrations, flipcharts, or 
illustrated stories.

clothing
Neat, clean and practical clothing is of no less importance than anything 
else when trying to gain the interest of people. It is necessary to set par-
ticular standards before the beginning of a health 
club event.
some general rules:
−	 Clothing should not be flamboyant, and 

should be modest (not revealing certain 
body parts)

−	 Clothing should not be distracting  by 
being too colorful or fancy

−	 No tight clothing
−	 Shoes without any signs of mud or dirt
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Other things as well may have a negative effect on some people – sport 
or casual street clothes, extravagant hair styling, or any other elements that 
are perceived by people as extreme, and are in particular not appropri-
ate for lecturers. Clothing and appearance is one of the non-verbal com-
munication expressions towards the attendants. So-called “advertising 
clothing” is a good and desirable means of strengthening the effect of 
health clubs. It mainly includes T-shirts, shirts, visor caps, or aprons with a 
health club logo. The health club workers may wear these items at certain 
events, and may even offer these items to the attendants for sale, paying 
just the cost price. 

Some of the offered “advertising clothes” are available at district coordinators. Other 
advertising items and clothes can be designed and be made by coordinators themselves, 
provided they use the approved logo.

logo and promotion
All the health clubs use a unified logo, which is to be found at the district 
coordinators in approved variations. 
Preprinted colored Poster templates are made available in the size A3 and 
A4 so that the advertising process is made easier. For  personal invitations 
the same posters are reduced to fit 4 in one A4 sheet. This size may easily 
be cut into pieces and subsequently used as invitations.

Both the posters as well as invitations are printed on copy paper. It 
is recommended to prepare computerized texts that are necessary to print 
on the posters (as well as is recommended to adjust them to the poster 

template graphic arrangement). It is likewise advisable to print one sample 
poster in black-white  so that you may check how it will look. If you are 
satisfied with the result, print the text on a blank white sheet of paper that 
you may later keep using as a model for copying the others. You can use 
copy centers to get the desired number of poster copies.

Poster and invitation templates are free of charge for the health club purposes and are 
available at all the district coordinators. The logo is likewise available electronically.
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Presentation materials
Nowadays there is no lack of materials. The district coordinators have at 
their disposal an entire range of materials and professionally develo-
ped presentations in PowerPoint format. They also have music available, 
an abundance of materials, seminars, processed scientific information, 
advertising materials, DVDs and videotapes.

If we happen to utilize the information from other than recommended 
sources (popular, scientific, internet, etc.), we need to be very careful and 
they should serve only as an affirmation or completion of materials based on 
our philosophy. Without doubt,  we will find articles on numerous reasons 
why to eat meat, on how coffee can keep you alert  after a long night, or 
on the many positive effects alcohol has on your heart.

However, health clubs get the materials for their activities in scholarly 
publications and scientific sources, whose conclusions vitalize your health 
instead of making it weaker and prone to addictions. Our health clubs do 
their best to show people what the ideal should look like, while on the 
other hand,  respecting the process of development, different circumstan-
ces, social conditions, one’s own choice and how  to realistically apply 
this information, etc. In case a lecturer needs assistance or advice on con-
troversial materials and questions, they can turn to the technical advisory 
team of the Life and Health Associa-
tion, who will assess the information 
submitted, or will possibly transfer 
the materials for the professionals of 
the cooperating institutions to review 
them.

The list of all the materials available con-
stitutes a separate appendix to this manual, 
and is being up-dated at least once per year. 
To learn about the up-dating process you may check with the district coordinators.

�. the focus and structure of the meetings

task: The team will discuss the focus of activities in the first semester to create a 
structure of the meetings and program. Then the team defines the means being 
used to reach the established goals.

fundamental activities based on the focus
If our target group consists of people who are overweight or obese, our 
focus area will be nutrition and exercise. In the first six months we will 
concentrate on several basic activities, e.g. on:
a)  initial measurement and control measurement of weight (or possibly 

other markers)
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b)  presentations clarifying the principles of natural weight loss and 
maintaining the weight, being strongly motivational and focusing on 
sharing of experiences

c)  practical courses of low-calorie cooking, creation of menus, recipes 
and sampling

d)  exercise activities
e) low-calorie weekend excursion, stressing motivation and exercise

framework program
These individual parts need to be included in the framework program.
If a meeting takes place once a week, the program may, for example, look 
like this:
1. week:
Measurements, presentations, cooking courses and samplings
2. week:
Joint exercise in a rented gym
�. week:
Measurements, presentations, cooking courses and samplings
4. week:
Joint exercise in a rented gym

After the 10th week you may plan a weekend retreat, which you may 
announce at the first meetings. The weekend trips considerably deepen 
friendships. It would be benifical to have even more than one excursion 
per semester.

Recommended structure of a meeting
Recommended structure of one meeting (the principal activities are in 
bold, the others are just supportive):
– Introduction, 2 songs, 8 minutes
– Experiences of the attendees and what has been helpful to them, 6 

minutes
– theoretical presentation, questions, �0 minutes
– Practical cooking demonstrations, recipes, 2� minutes
– Final motivation, “homework”, humorous comments, recommended 

tips, 6 minutes
– Food Sampling, friendly chat, 15 minutes or more
90 minutes total

At the end of the official part of the meeting, the attendants should be 
invited to the next meeting and offered an opportunity for further chatting 
and bonding. At that time you can speak about any small group activities, 
visits, organizing activities based on interests of attendees, etc.
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assigning of responsibilities, preliminary budget, orientation plans.
After the schedule is created, the organizing team assigns responsibilities 
more specifically to individual team members depending on the second 
point. The lecturers must have all the materials needed for their planned 
activities for efficient time use.

The framework plan may also serve as the basis for determining the 
preliminary budget to give you an idea of financial needs to communicate 
to the city hall and possible sponsors (see point 6).  Besides the semester 
schedule you may also consider general long-term plans, e.g. giving the 
theme of coming semesters or plans for upcoming seminars or activities 
with participation of members.

6. Communication with the city hall, offices, 
organizations, schools, businessmen, etc.

Task: The appointed members of the team communicate with the city, offices, 
organizations, schools, and businessmen.

You may begin the health club activities without a prior official announ-
cement to the above stated institutions. However, it is tactful, and likewise 
mutually beneficial, to take advantage of the mutual support. You can 
visit the city hall, and health department and arrange a meeting with 
a competent representative of the city office, to whom you may present 
your activities, goals, the schedule, and the means to implement it. You 
may also ask for a lecture room to be provided 
without charge. You may base you request on 
the fact that your activities are nonprofit and are 
beneficial for the citizens. You can likewise ask for 
help in advertising your activities (city informa-
tion center, public address system, posters, etc.). 
Also, the representatives of the city office may be 
invited in order to increase the credibility of the 
health club activities.

Cities also need help from the associations 
such as the Life and Health because many times 
they lack the finances as well as volunteer workers. Therefore, we can talk 
with them about mutual cooperation.

After completing one or two cycles and establishing a good name 
you may apply for support in the upcoming activities. If the project is well 
accepted and organized, you may count on some financial support from 
the local authorities or sponsors.

Many times elementary and high schools may become a good plat-
form for the health club meetings to take place. When dealing with school 
representatives you can offer them some of the prevention programs that 
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would be beneficial for the health of their students. When addressing them, 
it is wise to ask for permission to use their institutions as a platform for the 
parents to get acquainted with the subject. If there happen to be health-
food shops, you can introduce your activities to their owners and seek their 
cooperation. They can for, instance, take part in distributing the invitations 
to their customers. You may want to mention that you teach the customers 
to use the health food products in cooking and thus increase the sales in 
the shop. Another kind of cooperation would be a donation in the form of 
products to be used in the cooking demonstrations. There would be a brief 
(one-time or regular) introduction of your sponsor at the meetings. 

Any other type of business may play a similar role as a sponsor; how-
ever, its vision should not contradict the vision of the health clubs (e.g. it 
must not be an alcohol producing company, meat industry, etc.). In some 
cases you can cooperate with health insurances whose strategy is health 
prevention.

Our educational activities often support the school’s own goals and 
therefore they are often willing to support us financially. It is best to have 
a permanent “partner”; however, do not reject a one-time donor either.

You can also meet with the representatives of the local government 
health department or other institutions (like health insurance compa-
nies), and ask them to help you in doing screening tests at the health club 
meetings. A professional presentation given by them may inform people 
about prevention and may further strengthen mutual relationships. This 
may also keep people’s approach open-minded for further cooperation.

In case there are similar associations in the city connecting people 
who are affected by lifestyle diseases (for example Diabetes Association), it 
is good to be on friendly terms with them and to try to help these people 
in practical ways. These people may eventually become faithful attendants 
of health club meetings.

It is also necessary to take into consideration that certain organizations or individuals will 
simply not take interest in our activities. It is good to establish some of these relationships 
at the very beginning so that the specifics of regular meetings (place, time, frequency, 
etc.) may be agreed upon immediately. Other contacts may be notified in the stage when 
the particular program is ready, and when the poster is created as well as the invitation 
with a particular proposal for sponsoring or cooperation.

�. the room for regular health 
club meetings.

Through communication with the above-mentio-
ned institutions – which will include introducing 
the framework program, goals and the imple-
mentation of the program – we may find out the 
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extent to which individual institutions are able to provide us with support 
(including the room). Therefore, you should have established criterias for 
the presentation room, e.g. cooking courses, a kitchen nearby, heating in 
the winter, the possibility to perform exercises, etc.

getting the meeting room
To find a room for the meetings, whether for free or for rent, consider the fol-
lowing options:
−	 the city office (council hall, small hall, clubroom, lounge, etc.)
−	 basic or high schools (classroom, clubroom,  

gym – just for the exercise programs)
−	 libraries (auditorium, study hall)
−	 Culture Houses (social room, meeting hall, clubroom)
−	 hotels (restaurant, clubroom)
−	 children & youth houses (clubroom)
−	 retirement homes (social room)
−	 churches – rooms belonging to church (chapel, clubroom,  

social room, kitchen)
−	 companies – administration buildings (meeting rooms)
−	 sport and hobby clubs (clubroom)
−	 larger health food stores
−	 restaurants

In cases where the room is rented for money, try to get a written agreement 
drawn up and signed by both sides. It is not necessary but one may want 
to have such an agreement for a donated room as well.

8. Specific program for the first semester

Task: the team will create a specific program (date, time, place, assigning of 
responsibilities):

After all the necessary details are settled this “framework program” can be 
executed. It will contain exact dates, time and place of activities, titles of the 
presentations and names of the lecturers. It is always better if the program 
is prepared six months in advance. This way you will avoid problems 
with searching for the lecturers at the very last moment, attendants not 
being informed, etc. Don’t forget to enrich the program by social, sport or 
other interesting activities from time to time (trip, weekend camp, visits of 
other health clubs, etc.).

lecturers
The program should be carried out by educated lecturers from the orga-
nization team, preferably living closeby. Occasionally a special guest may 
be invited, e.g. at the beginning or at the end of the health club cycle, 
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anniversary of the health club, etc. It is also possible to ask experienced 
professionals to present a specific subject. It is necessary to contact all the 
lecturers in advance and agree upon the exact date and presentation topic 
before the final program is getting approved .

an example program
The framework program is presented in section 5.
Cycle title: A key to optimal weight
Date, presentation, title, lecturer
14.1. Health exposition (Health Expo) organization team + assistants
1�.1. healthy way to reduce weight after christmas; skala, Md 
(guest speaker)
22.1. Weight loss exercise; gym
�.2. balanced menu;  novák (team member)
12.2. Weight loss exercise; gym
19.2. „Little things“ full of energy;  Konečná (team member)
26.2. Weight loss exercise; gym
�.�. full stomach with no consequences;  novák
12.3. Weight loss exercise; gym
19.3. Frying deforms your figure;  Konečná
26.3. Weight loss exercise; gym
2.4. springtime natural body cleansing;  novák
9.4. Weight loss exercise; gym
16.4. The never-ending battle;  Konečná
19.–22.4. Special weekend camp with a psychologist
how to change a habit?
decision – the beginning of changes
how to persevere?
Rest, walking, swimming
23.4. Weight loss exercise; gym
�0.4. Weekend camp assessment, photos, memories
7.5. Weight loss exercise
14. �. second breath – the condition of victory;  novák
21.5. Weight loss exercise; gym
2�.�. What to advise friends?  Konečná
1.6. Health club – Child obesity prevention
children’s day of health
Moderator Fillip, competitions, games, healthy refreshments
4.� . do what you can, and make peace with the rest;  novák
11.6. Weight loss exercise; gym
1�.�. „holiday menu“; lecturers
Banquet

What else we can offer you:
−	 control measurements of weight, BMI, and blood pressure
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−	 samples of low-calorie food, new recipes
−	 sale of health literature 
−	 presentation of latest new products in the health market

all the activities will take place in the Children’s & Youth Home, Brati-
slavská 47, Trnava, always at 6 p.m. 
exercise will take place in the gym of the 2nd Elementary school, Brnen-
ská 10, Trnava, always at 6 p.m.
holiday full of health:
Health club attendants are invited to a Summer Health Camp
Recreational Retreat from �.�. until 10.�.
A mountain cottage in Šumava, called „U vychudnutej žaby“ (“At a skinny 
frog”)
Presentation, hiking, vegetarian food, rest, natural lake

This information is a model to put on a poster and an invitation pamphlet. The program 
on the invitation can be written out for a shorter period of time; however, a longer-term 
program helps people to plan ahead.

orientation plans for the next semester
the goals are to continue the activities already begun, strengthen the 
healthy habits of the attendees, use those who are active to be your cowor-
kers, and gain new participants in the project: WHAT STRENTHENS OUR 
HEALTH?
Presentations (hints): vitamins, minerals, healthy food, balance and vari-
ety, exercise, sunlight, right decisions, life without drugs, mental health 
– peace, optimism, community, faith, and their influence on health, etc.

other activities: March 8. – “Health club for healthy women” – the right 
of women to good health, health exposition (Health Expo) in a supermarket 
for women, arranging a discount for 50 selected health products, handing 
out the advertisement leaflets about health prevention, invitation to a 
health club meeting, presentation in the evening.

General long term plans are important for motivation of the team, for informing the people 
who are interested in what will happen next, and also for a program to be created on time 
and for early enough arrangements with the city office and supermarket.

orientation plans for the next semester
the goals are to continue the activities already begun, strengthen the 
healthy habits of the attendees, use those who are active to be your cowor-
kers, and gain new participants in the project: WHAT STRENTHENS OUR 
HEALTH?
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Presentations (hints): vitamins, minerals, healthy food, balance and vari-
ety, exercise, sunlight, right decisions, life without drugs, mental health 
– peace, optimism, community, faith, and their influence on health, etc.

other activities: March 8. – “Health club for healthy women” – the right 
of women to good health, health exposition (Health Expo) in a supermarket 
for women, arranging a discount for 50 selected health products, handing 
out the advertisement leaflets about health prevention, invitation to a 
health club meeting, presentation in the evening.

General long term plans are important for motivation of the team, for informing the people 
who are interested in what will happen next, and also for a program to be created on time 
and for early enough arrangements with the city office and supermarket.

attractive presentation titles
We live in a world where advertising competition of companies is fierce. 
Potential customers can be impressed by the graphical design as well as 
by a simple and catchy slogan. Very often it is a creative play of words 
or an amusing, catchy phrase that catches the attention and interest of 
people. The topics of health club meetings are not usually very popular 
– “change your lifestyle” often means that we should do something different 
or deprive ourselves so that we can be healthier. This type of presentation 
usually addresses those who are open to accepting the consequences of their 
wrong decisions. However, the same topic can also be expressed by a lighter, 
more thought provoking title that will catch the attention of people.

As an example we introduce several titles in 2 versions. 
the original, more factual title a more attractive title
Heart and vascular diseases How to beat the killer nr. 1
Proteins, fats, and sugars Food elements impossible to   
 survive without
Nutrition of retired people You can start again, even with 60
Dangers of smoking What Christopher Columbus did not know?
Move to be healthy All exercise is not the same
Presentation on vegetarianism Discover the Pathways to Health
Water – natural remedy  The cheapest “therapy” comes directly  
 from your water tap
Nonverbal communication I speak even staying silent
Vitamin D and calcium “Heaven’s cocktail” for
 children’s bones 
Vegetable juices Why does Coca Cola sell no “Fresh Juice”

Another possibility is to use an attractive title as the main one, and write 
in the line below a more clarifying one:
how to beat the killer nr. 1
you don’t have to suffer from cardiovascular diseases
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What did christopher columbus not know about? 
other news on smoking
Why does coca cola sell no “fresh Juice” 
healing juices directly from your garden

9. Feasible budget and providing finances

Task: the team will prepare a realistic budget and settle the financing sources.

A preliminary budget can be created based on the framework plan.

The budget will have to be created based on:
–  particular program (materials, photocopies, recipes, minor expen-

ses, etc.)
–  already defined factors and conditions (the number of meetings, 

rent for the clubroom and gym, traveling expenses of the lecturers, 
technical infrastructure, etc.)

–  estimated costs (money needed for the food sampling, printing 
advertisements, copying of materials and invitations, traveling ex-
penses, raffle, a gift for the lecturer, some additional expenses).

After summing up the needed budget we can compare it to the finan-
ces that we have already available, as well as that which our sponsors 
have promised to us, either in the form of money or materials needed 
(see section 6). In case if needed, some further financial sources may be 
investigated.

If you plan to ask some organizations for financial support, it is advisa-
ble to calculate the budget early in advance, e.g. in December for the next 
year.

Where to get finances for the health club activities
Health clubs can make use of many possibilities, including:
−	 Budget available in the health department of the Seventh Day 

Adventist Church (the budget is needed by October of the particular 
year)

−	 Budget from a branch of Life and Health Association (if it is establis-
hed)

−	 Contribution from ASI (budget until July)
−	 Grant of organizations, donations from 

local businessmen, institutions, donated 
products by the local health food stores, 
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private donations from people (e.g. attendees of the health club 
meetings).

All the financial operations and receiving of gifts is subject to exact financial 
supervision and needs to be documented by careful bookkeeping.

10. assigning the responsibilities

The team members need to clarify each other’s position and roles, and 
subsequently they divide the work and try to accomplish it within the 
planned deadline. The coordinating leader checks on whether the work 
is getting accomplished.

organizing Preparatory Work
At this stage it is necessary to work on the following:
To prepare the necessary advertising materials for each particular program, 
work on their graphical design, to ensure that the printing and copying of 
the posters and invitations is available, decide on the method of distribu-
tion, to take care of other means of advertisement – radio, local press, city 
office board, internet; to organize the already arranged projects with the 
city, sponsors, health shops, lecturers, to complete the materials and make 
sure all the arrangements are in order – room, gym, various permissions, 
to get prepared for a trial health club meeting.
When publishing an article in the local newspaper, try to emphasize that 
you have something interesting for people to learn. Prepare an article after 
the event summarizing what happened, describe the atmosphere, purpose 
of the meeting, experience, and add the date and topic of the next session. 
Do the same with radio or television.
Health clubs regularly work with these media to inform people about the 
upcoming events.
In case you decide to distribute invitations among people, it is advisable 
to do so within 12 to 5 days before the event. Section 6 may inspire you 
more on how to advertise your activities in different ways.
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Phase iii    
RealiZation

1. first trial Meeting. all the necessary advice 
before starting.

The first meeting may be held with the friends of the team, as the audience, 
as well as family members, and church community. If they are interested, 
the meetings may continue for several times. this meeting is for you to 
relieve you of stress and insecurity. It can also 
help you detect any imperfections and correct 
mistakes. You will also get familiar with the most 
frequently asked questions and prepare a better 
way to answer them.

Do not try to be perfect. Be natural and 
present as ordinary people would who are not 
superior to their audience. We are only there to 
bring new information to people, which put into 
practice, will result in positive life changes.

We can also share openly that not all of this information has been 
always practiced even in our own lives, but the most important thing is that 
we have made a decision for change. By admitting our own struggles we 
will turn from appearing authoritative to motivational. We don’t have to 
know everything and be able to answer all the questions. We can honestly 
say – “I have never heard of this” or “I have no experience with that”. On 
the other hand we can promise to take the question seriously and do our 
best to find an answer to it. The attendants will be motivated by a positive 
atmosphere and they will anticipate the next meeting. This kind of appro-
ach is desirable in professionals, and more so in educated laymen. Don’t 
be afraid to tell people in advance that we are not certified professionals 
for the particular area; however, we are laymen, who out of own interest, 
have gone through the training. Don’t present yourself in a superior way, 
try to be warm and friendly to people, smile and use gentle humor, and 
speak about your own experience. Consider that people are not influen-
ced only by the information they get. Whether they come again depends 
also on the way they felt while associating with us at the meetings. The 
very first motivation is our own life, example, attitude, tolerance, ability 
to make friends, and willingness to show interest in the people, even after 
the presentations. Try to make an impression that says: “we are here for 
you; if you need, we can help you”.

There are many people who will never be convinced by arguments, 
clear facts, nor by research studies. For these people the above described 
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approach is the only motivation. In the discussion we should avoid pre-
senting personal opinions on topics that are controversial or not clear, so 
it does not sound like an official standpoint. Rather, you can discuss them 
later on a more personal level in a face-to-face discussion. We respect that 
a lifestyle change is a process. We likewise respect the fact that some peo-
ple do not want to practice the information given to them. Our advice is 
always given in the form of recommendations, and suggestions that will 
change the lifestyle of those who are interested. Different people have 
various skills to change their lives at a certain time. If we accept the advice 
we are given before the health club activities are started, this kind of work 
can be joyfully fulfilling.

The program of the “practice meeting” may be like the schedule described below.

2. health club begins their activities for the public

You basically have all the information needed to be able to start your 
own health club. In the following chapter we will give more information 
on some of the important aspects of how to develop relationships with 
the attendants.

On the basis of the sample program we introduced above, we can unders-
tand better the basic principles of running the health clubs, even if the pro-
gram is only an example:

starting event

January 14. health-expo 
the organization team + extra volunteers

The Health-Expo is an excellent program to get 
you started. In case you use it as a starting event, 
you should organize it at the weekend before 
the first meeting (7 – 0 days in advance). The 
Expo must be in its planning stage connected 
to the first Health Club meeting, and thus the 
invitations should be already prepared and dis-
tributed at the Health Expo in order to motivate 
people to come.

A separate detailed Health Expo Manual is available at district 
coordinators. The Health Expo panels can be borrowed.
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The first session

January 1�. healthy ways to lose weight after christmas 
Skala MD (guest speaker)

The first meeting should be highly motivatio-
nal. When selecting the information for the first 
presentation, try not to focus just on delivering 
the info, but on primarily motivating the parti-
cipants. Let’s inspire people to a radical change. 
Point to how simple it is to improve one’s per-
sonal health. A cooking demonstration will 
provide the practical side of the program and 
will reinforce the influence of your message. 
The sampling and short discussion will create 
a trusting atmosphere in the visitors.

The first session should make a more formal impression. Let’s invite 
and introduce well-known guests, city authorities, possibly some sponsors, 
etc. A good number of attendants is very important at the first meeting. 
Whether we succeed in motivating people at the first meeting, will be 
reflected in the number of people who will come to the following sessions. 
At the end of each session you should meet with the team for an evalua-
tion and for planning of the next session so that the team members can 
prepare themselves.

a possible session structure 

Title timing responsible persons
A welcoming note, introduction, song
 6 minutes  Novák, Slavíková
presenting the program, guests, and team
 10 minutes Konečná
healthy way to lose weight after christmas, with discussion
 30 minutes Skala MD
cooking course – light vegetarian meals, recipes
 25 minutes Skácelová, Tichá
Summary, recommendations, motivation
 6 minutes Novák
Food sampling, social interaction 20 minutes Skácelová, Tichá

total 9� minutes 

At the end you can hand everyone the program for the entire following 
semester, and invite them to the next session. Encourage people to invite 
their friends, family, and others who can benefit from the presentations 
we have to offer. Give each person more invitations in case they want to 
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invite their friends. At the conclusion of the program be sure to express 
your delight over their coming and do not forget to encourage them to 
come next time.

exercise

January 22. Weight loss exercise; gym, nature

We can do stretching, aerobic exercise, other 
activities or play games. The activities should 
be adjusted to the age group attending the ses-
sion.
When exercising the emphasis should be placed 
on friendship and enjoyment rather than per-
formance.

the second and third session

february �. a balanced menu;  novák (team member)

At the second or third meeting we can come up with a short getting-ac-
quainted activity (name, occupation, what they expect from the health 
club, etc.). It is important that a theoretical presentation and practical 
demonstration is included in each meeting. However, each theoretical 
presentation should also contain some practical issues, and should not be 
of an informative nature only. The lecturer should include some personal 
experiences in order to motivate people.

next meetings

february 12– april 1�. next meetings, lecturers

The team and attendees gradually become more 
and more connected. With those that we are 
friends with, we can organize events outside the 
health clubs; e.g. mutual visits, hobbies, garden 
meetings, practical help, etc.… It can help many 
people to find meaning in life, solve their lone-
liness problem, etc… This way the primary fo-
cus of helping people in physical health needs is 
expanded by helping people socially, mentally, 
and spiritually.

However, such a process is individual and 
rather exceptional in the first six months. Gradu-
ally, these areas may become priorities for many 
people.
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Weekend educational campout

april 19–22. a weekend retreat with a psychologist

How to change a habit? A decision – the beginning of any change – how 
to persevere?
Rest, hiking, swimming at “health week-
ends”
Health weekends can be of great 
importance for the relationships be-
tween the team members and Health 
Club attendants. Relationships can 
be strengthened here by getting to 
know each other better. You can invite 
a speaker to the retreat who will have 
interesting presentations. But it can 
also be a retreat focused on getting to 
know each other and having a relaxed time. To make it all more interest-
ing, you can include in the program some personality tests – temperament 
tests, lifestyle test, etc. You can all participate in discussing the results. 
Evening programs at the campfire with a guitar playing in the background, 
together with some open discussion topic can help a lot in building up 
relationships of trust.

Weekend camp assessment

april �0. Weekend camp assessment, photos, memories
At this session after the weekend we can recapitulate good memories of 
this event, show pictures, and talk about what the weekend has brought 
to you personally. This way you can also motivate those who were missing 
to come next time. It is beneficial to specify at this moment the exact date 
of the next weekend retreat.

decision meetings

May 14. the second step – the condition of victory;  novák
May 28. What advice to give to friends?  Konečná

We can use the next meetings to stress the necessity to renew our deci-
sions over and over, because only this way can we expect the desired 
change to really take place and become a habit. It is also good to remind 
people about their responsibility concerning the knowledge they are given. 
Emphasize the importance for everyone to address those who need changes 
in their lives that we needed this change also. Express what it means to 
serve others and why we do it. Motivate the visitors to share the acquired 
knowledge with others and to come again to the next session.
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health club events for the city, getting the visitors involved

June 1. health day, aimed at child obesity prevention

Children’s day in the name of health
Moderator Fillip, competitions, games, healthy refreshments. 

During the previous period we took time to address those who are wil-
ling to serve others. We can ask them to help organize an event for the 

community. Based on their talents and abilities 
we can assign responsibilities, prepare the entire 
event together with them and carry it out.

Events of this type need to be arranged in 
advance with the school director. It is also necessary 
to reserve areas of the schoolyard and gym, and 
invite children with their parents. The event mode-
rator can be fillip – a good hero (a cloth doll) from 
the book “Fillip and his friends”. At the same time 
a lot of games, exercises and competitions may 
take place, all aiming to emphasize the impor-
tance and value of health. It is possible to create a 
small children’s health-expo. The refreshments 
as well as the awards for the winners should be 
some healthy foods; possibly it might include a 
book. At the event it is possible to sell the book 
of “Fillip’s adventures” – at a reasonably adjusted 
discount price. The school and the health club may 
develop a permanent partnership for the future 
with this program.

You can learn more about the project called “Fillip and his friends” in part 3.

For more information about Children’s Health Expo  
see www.healthexpobanners.com/childrenexpo.php

an event like this can be of great importance to get the attendees invol-
ved in unselfish service to other people. When planning the program for 
the next six months try to consider some ways the attendees can be 
involved as well.

The end of the first semester

June 4. do what you can, and be at peace with the rest;  novák
“Holiday menu” Team
Supper (all together)
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The last series of motivation presentations in this 
semester are focused to help the attendees to 
acquire balanced views, behavior and attitudes 
towards other people. The last session before the 
holiday can be a summary of everything that we 
learned, motivation, or a dinner alongside with 
a social discussion, e.g. about holiday plans. We 
can assess what was the most valuable experi-
ence for us in the last months. At this session, if 
not sooner, hand people the invitations with the program for the second 
semester, or possibly you can ask them to give you their contact informa-
tion, in order for you to inform them about any possible changes.
In case people are interested, it is good to stay in touch with them even during 
summer, or to spend a summer health camp together somewhere.

an event like this can be of great importance to get the attendees invol-
ved. It is about unworldly service to other people. When planning the 
program for the next six months try to consider the ways they can be 
involved as well. 

�. a more detailed description of Various health 
club activities

the health-expo
It is a very effective tool to start off the entire Health Club. Usually it occurs 
in busy places (shopping centers, city squares, administration buildings 
halls, schools, etc.). In order to address people we use 16 large and pro-
fessionally made panels that describe the 8 laws 
of health of the NEWSTART® program.

At every booth there is at least one team 
member who gives advice and recommenda-
tions. The aim of this Health-Expo is to catch 
people’s attention and inform them in a non-
threatening way about the need to change their 
lifestyle. People can also find out some risk 
factors at the Health Age test. At the same time, 
they can be invited to the health club sessions, 
which should be scheduled to start the following 
day (possibly later but by the end of the week would be desirable) with 
an interesting presentation and a healthy food sample.

A separate detailed Manual for preparation and realization of Health Expos is available at 
field coordinators. The Health-Expo panels can be borrowed.
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cooking classes
They are one of the most attractive health club seminars, perhaps for being 
so practical. However, it requires that all the attendees be given the recipes 
that they can try them out at home.

In general we can say that people know how to 
prepare meals with eggs, milk, butter, cheese or 
cream. However, when these kinds of foods are 
not limited, they become a risk factor affecting 
our health in a negative way.

Therefore, all the products used at the coo-
king classes should be of plant origin. Only this 
way we can teach people to exclude the foods 
that are risky for our health, and show them 
how to replace them with healthier options. The 
health clubs may in this way help people become 

less prone to lifestyle diseases. Another reason for doing so is that animal 
products often are a potential source of microbiological, bacterial, or 
viral infection, which we certainly want to avoid when serving people 
food for sampling.

In the theory part Health clubs recommend a vegetarian diet 
emphasizing organic products. We also emphasize the importance of a 
low-fat content.

The cooking courses can be carried out in several ways:

the preparation of meals right in front of the attendants
The entire process is shown in front of the very eyes of the people from 
the beginning until the end. At the time when nothing is going on (onion 
is being fried), we can speak about the benefits of this meal, about how 
healthy onion is, about the benefits that this form of preparation brings. 
After the food is finished we show various ways of how to serve it, what 
to combine it with, etc. The meal can then be served on small plates to 
every attendant.

the meal preparation from the food prepared at home
To prepare a risotto for instance you can cook the rice and vegetables 
separately (at home), and in front of the audience you can mix them toge-
ther, heat up, flavor it and make it attractive. This method is specifically 
suitable when cooking meals containing grains, legumes, or hard kinds of 
vegetables. It is likewise suitable when spreads are made, when you can 
for instance bring cooked beans, and blend them up in front of the people 
with the remaining ingredients.

the meal preparation with people assisting
At the beginning of the cooking class we can ask the people to assist us 
in preparations. The volunteers need to wash their hands, dress an apron 
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and they can work according to our directions. When bread or granola is 
made, you can ask more people to help, and eventually they can take the 
food home at a lowered price. The people will be excited because they 
can participate in the very process of food preparation. For the sampling 
we should use the food prepared according to the same recipe; however, 
already prepared at home.

A fictitious meal preparation with presenting the ingredients used
If you have no possibility to carry out the cooking activities in your meeting 
hall, you can place all the ingredients in front of you and use gestures to 
show what the procedure would be like step by step. Then we can show 
them the finished food ready made at home and let them taste it.

the food preparation on dVd or video
It is the least demanding way of preparation, there are also no dishes, no 
pressure or stress during the preparation, and moreover we can present 
them many more recipes at one session than we would ever be able to 
perform live.
Either you can tape the meal preparation yourselves, or you can use some 
of the already prepared and available materials on videotapes and DVDs. 
The sampling is then done from the food already prepared at home.

Amateur cooking courses on DVDs in the length of approximately 10 hours are available 
at field coordinators. 

health presentations
The presentations are an important source of information for the visitors 
of the health club sessions. If they are presented well, they may lead to 
important decisions and lifestyle changes of the visitors. At the presenta-
tions it is important to focus on the more important points of the subject 
so that no reason is given for people to get an unbalanced or narrow 
viewpoint or to focus on unimportant details. It is advisable to use con-
trol questions to make sure the attendants understand the main point, 
possibly to repeat it. Don’t forget about the “less is sometimes more” 
principle so as to avoid overwhelming the listeners with a whole lot of 
information or arguments, by way of which you may rather achieve the 
opposite effect in them. It is always good to use 
positive examples in order to motivate peo-
ple (when applying this health advice in the study 
group the occurrence of the given disease decrea-
sed by as much as 50%), rather than negative 
consequences (...and those who didn’t follow this 
advice, and ate meat, the occurrence of the disease 
increased by 50%). Don’t try to take from people 
their favorite, although bad habits; rather, try to 
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change them into better ones that will eventually replace the bad ones 
naturally and gradually.

The health presentations can be from various health areas, ranging 
from nutrition to communication seminars to the problems of addictions. 
It is good for the presentations to also have a practical part included (dis-
cussion, test, example situation, etc.). As a conclusion we can summarize 
the main points – and it is wise to include the visitors in that.

Ready-made presentations (professionally made and prepared by health club lecturers), 
and various materials, scientific articles, and studies are available on CDs at field coor-
dinators.

children’s health club and “fillip and his friends” project
It is good to organize the children’s health club for the children of those 
mothers and grandmothers who come to health club sessions.

As a basic material for your activities you can follow the manual for 
working with children of school and pre-school children from the books 

“Fillip and his friends”. The program is aimed 
at health and environmental education, as well 
as health prevention for children at the age of 
4 to 10. In this program the focus is not merely 
about the presentations as such, but also about 
mutual conversations using the stories from the 
above-mentioned books. Children are educated 
by games with systematic and pedagogical well 
defined goals. The main motivation for children 
is the good hero Fillip who is a child himself. He, 
under the leadership of a wise doctor changes 

everything around him by making the right decisions.
Besides that, children get to learn songs, make some crafts, or perform 

a scene based on the selected stories from the book, and eventually per-
form in the end of one of the sessions for adults.

A challenge of this work may be the huge age difference between the 
children; on the other hand, this can be an opportunity to motivate older 
children to help and lead the younger ones.

The program “Fillip and his friends” can be used in kindergarten, grade 
one of elementary schools, child centers, summer camps for children, 
children’s homes, etc. Both parts of the book are approved (by the educa-
tion department in the Czech Republic) to be used in kindergarten.

The felt puppet Fillip is available at field coordinators, as well as is the Manual for working 
with children of pre-school and school age. The program is aimed at health and environ-
mental education as well as health prevention for children at the age of 4 to 10.
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Massage trainings, natural remedies, exercise
All of these activities are led by lecturers, who, in the given area are suffi-
ciently trained or have attended special training courses. Natural remedies 
are of great interest today. These lessons include some basic knowledge of 
first aid in the case of acute health problems or common respiratory diseases 
(natural remedies as a supplemental treatment 
to the traditional approaches). They explain the 
ways herbal teas, garlic, active charcoal, alter-
nate hot and cold showers, compresses, or vege-
table juices work. Further, this information may 
become a part of disease prevention, or massages 
and exercises can prevent the problems with the 
motoric system, especially so in sedentary people 
whose part of occupation is sitting a lot during 
the day and who are not physically active. 

anti-stress seminar for managers as well as the average person
It is possible to focus the seminar on certain needs according to the audi-
ence. It can help people deal with excessive work tension and stress caused 
by the demands of this world, family or relationship problems, or even by 
difficult life situations that are not easy to handle. The help also comes in 
the form of scheduling one’s time effectively and setting priorities for each 
day. It is necessary to point to social, mental and spiritual areas as a source 
of potential solutions for these problems.

The lecturers leading all the seminars have some background in psy-
chology and may have some ministerial (theological) training. It is bet-
ter for the examples, either positive or negative, to come from our own 
environment rather than from books. Life experience of the lecturer is 
crucial in helping the listeners gain trust. Each seminar may be led by two 
lecturers, a psychologist and a minister as well.

Anti-stress seminars in the form of presentations and text materials on CDs are available 
at field coordinators.

stop-smoking seminar
The lecturers don’t necessarily have to be ex-smokers; however, they need 
good knowledge of the physical and mental addiction problem. They need 
to be well acquainted with the common reasons to start smoking, feelings, 
effect of dangerous substances in cigarettes, abstinence symptoms, indivi-
dual dispositions, etc. These seminars at times require a lecturer who has 
a medical background and substantial knowledge of psychology and 
problem of addictions. However, our experience has shown that even 
people not fulfilling these requirements are able to lead these seminars 
successfully. A good combination in this case is one lecturer who is a psy-
chologist together with one that is a medical doctor.
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This type of seminar is extremely needed in 
society and is of great interest among people. It 
is a shame, however, that smokers for whatever 
reasons are not willing to show this interest. They 
desire is to give up their addiction, however, they 
lack the strength to fight themselves, and even 
if they trust our seminars they don’t trust them-
selves. Therefore these lectures lack visitors even 
though they are well advertised. The extent to 
which a seminar will be successful depends gre-
atly on the support of the family members, and 
likewise the personal support from the lecturer 
outside the seminar. When inviting people, try 

to use personal contacts with smokers. This seminar may be organized in 
the name of the Life and Health Association, although it is not relating to 
the usual attendants of the health club sessions. Those who smoke, many 
times do not attend the sessions at all.

The Stop Smoking Seminar in the form of presentations and text materials on CDs, promo-
tion vests “I have decided not to smoke”, and any other accessory materials are available 
at field coordinators.

happy family seminars, seminars to deal with addictions,  
Practical communication
The professional requirements of the lecturers depend on the specific type 
of seminar. All of our seminars, mainly concerning the mental and social 
health, are for people to grasp the real purpose of life, and appreci-
ate family and relationship values on various levels. The attendants 
acquire the principles of effective communication, learn to understand the 
differences among temperaments and genders, and realize the emotional 
and social needs of various groups of people. All the seminars are built 
on christian values, respect, and love towards people in the contrast 
with human egocentrism.

the competition of “the best healthy salad”,  
a “tofu recipes potluck” etc.

Ordinary health club activities can be made more 
interesting by an event or competition. There 
you may invite the regular session attendants as 
well as the public. The condition is to prepare a 
fresh salad using plant products only, and bring 
a hard copy of the recipe as well. The final salad 
is rated by an invited chef, cook, or celebrity. The 
assessment criteria may for instance be the taste, 
appropriate combination, appearance, decora-
tion, attractiveness, etc. The winners (usually 
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there are more for the purpose of motivation) can receive healthy gift 
boxes from the sponsors, a book, a discount coupon for the health food 
store, etc. The event may be vivified by a song or a short motivational 
presentation. As a conclusion you can invite all those who are interested 
to come to regular health club sessions (hand them the invitations with 
the program). You can promise to provide them with all the printed recipes 
that were competed at this session. This way the event may be used to 
address new people who might become regular attendants.

Possible event program:
16:45 –17:00  taking the salads from the competitors and marking them
17:00 –18:00  committee evaluation
17:00 –18:00  small health expo, in combination with a musical program
18:00  evaluation, submitting the prices, introducing the sponsors
18:20  the final song of a musical group (for the winner)
18:25  short motivational presentation
18:45  invitation to health club session, sampling of  
 the competing salads

Walking club, hiking for health; sunday ball games, etc.
Exercise programs are one more Health Club activity aimed at taking care 
of another important aspect of a healthy lifestyle. We will join those who 
like to do exercise and arrange activities according to their interest. We 
need to motivate those who do not have a habit 
of doing exercise, and with time they may join 
the others. After they come regularly for a certain 
time period, they will develop a habit and start 
to like it, especially when they can feel a good 
group atmosphere. Common activities streng-
then friendships, open up the circle of interest 
to their family members, and offer an effective 
way to spend free time.

day of health (or Week of health)
Once a year you can plan a “Day of Health”, which may or may not be the 
same day as the World Health Day (in April 7). The activities truly can be 
varied. You can ask other city institutions for coo-
peration, such as the City Hall, Health Depart-
ment, Medical University, etc. Each of them can 
fulfill a specific plan; for example, the City Hall 
can arrange the space (the square), the loudspea-
ker system, and the town mayor may even have 
a short speech. The Health Department or local 
hospital may conduct various measurements at 
the Health Expo site organized by us. The medi-
cal students may participate in giving advice at 
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the different booths of the Expo, under the condition that they study befo-
rehand the material provided by us to know what specific advice they need 
to give people about a certain area of the NEWSTART® program (nutrition, 
exercise, temperance, water, etc.). On the square there can be booths sel-
ling fruits and vegetables, healthy food, natural products made of wood, 
products for natural treatments, healthy refreshments, health literature, 
herbal products, etc. Also, various competitions can be organized there, 
short handouts on health prevention, etc.

During the program you can invite people to the regular sessions. 
It is good to remind people that they will not only be learning something 
about their health, but most of all learn to practice it as well.

international days
A part of health club activities can be special events focusing at various 
International Days of Health. Such an event requires special preparation, 
presentation, finding out something about the history of this day, statistical 
and other data connected to the given topic. We can invite a professional 
who is familiar with the problem discussed. The event should stick to the 
following topics:
Prevention factors related to lifestyle (day against cancer, diabetes, 
osteoporosis, healthy-heart day, day without tobacco); support and help 

(family issues, children’s, disabled people); 
make practical use of (water, nutrition, iodine, 
health, mental health).
The event may involve a Health-Expo, 
presentations, competitions, handouts of the 
presentation materials, and invitations to Health 
Club sessions.

To give you an idea, here is the list of several inter-
national days:

February 4 World Cancer Day
February 11 World Day of the Sick 
March – the first Sunday International Day of the Disabled
March 6 Day of Iodine
March 18 European Day of Brain
March 22 World Water Day
March 24 World Tuberculosis Day
April 7 World Health Day
April 30 International Day of Workplaces
May 15 International Day of Families
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The Wednesday between 
May 10–16 Cancer Screening Day

May 31 World No Tobacco Day
June 1 International Children’s Day
June 5 World Environmental Day
June 26 International Day Against Drug Abuse
June 27 World Day Against Diabetes
September 20 World Child’s Day
September 29 World Heart Day
October 1 International Day of Older Persons
October 1 World Vegetarian Day
October 10 World Mental Health Day
October 16 World Food Day
October 20 World Osteoporosis Day
November – the  
third Thursday International Day of Nonsmokers

November 14 World Diabetes Day
December 1 World AIDS Day
December 3 International Day of the Disabled

For more information: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_observance 
http://www.awarenessdepot.com/awarenesscalendar.html

herbal tea-room with videos
This kind of activity may be an easy to do format to start or complement 
a Health Club. Each type of activity will attract its circle of interested ones. 
At a session you can present people a “drink menu” (like in a restaurant) 
composed of herbal and fruit teas. It can be an informal meeting whose 
atmosphere is enhanced by dim candle lights, a stylish tea-cloth set, bac-
kground music, etc. 

You could add a short introduction on phytotherapy – introducing the 
effects of different kinds of the teas offered. As the main part you watch a 
video film presenting various health related topics (physical, mental, spiri-
tual areas). The moderator leads the discussion after the film has finished, 
and ends it all by summarizing the most important points.

adjusting the program to the given situation
We shouldn’t forget about what is important for today’s world. At least parti-
ally, we should be able to adjust the program to holidays (Christmas, Easter, 
Mothers’ Day, etc.), coming or ending summer holidays, significant events 
in the world (catastrophes, diseases, current international events, etc.).
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at christmas it is good to ask the attendants to bake some of the 
Christmas cookies according to the healthy recipes they have received. At 
the meeting we can ask our pastor to remind us about the true meaning of 

Christmas. A very pleasant experience might be 
everyone exchanging small gifts. The wrapped 
presents can be all placed on the table and each 
person chooses one.

It is possible to react to a lot of social or cur-
rent world events in a similar way. Besides that it 
is nice to remember the birthdays of those who 
have been a part of the Health Club for over a year. 
This and many other activities will develop and 
strengthen the feelings of social integration.

sabbath sessions
After some time (usually several years) the attendants start to perceive 
health in its complexity, and that is how we can offer them another kind 
of session. The Sabbath sessions start at 10 a.m. and finish around 1 p.m. 
by having lunch together. The participants are encouraged to take a day 
of rest and are offered a relaxed program dealing with various areas of 
health, meaningful songs, pleasant atmosphere, friendship, mutual help 
and respect.

The “Sabbath sessions” program is not an official part of our regular health club schedule, 
although it can be naturally connected to it. Equally with small interest groups it is one of 
the ways to create relationships and deepen the knowledge.

the health club “in the running”
A very interesting event that can attract many people is the program called 
“the health club in the running”. The main weakness is that such an event 
might fail to address those who are inactive and exercise very little. How-
ever, it can be of good effect for many children and young people (if you 
cooperate with schools), which can likewise be of educational effect in the 
end. Coupled with this – the parents usually come to see the children. And 
they will be listening to what we talk about in the rest of the program. If we 
use this event to invite them to health club sessions that we are doing, 

the event will be doubly effective.
Moreover, we can invite children together 

with their parents, if we have prepared the 
“Children’s health club”, which is taking place at 
the same time in a different room. In a park  that 
is close by, you can prepare several competition 
routes, one of which could be an educational 
NEW START route for the parents with questi-
ons they need to answer before they get to the 
finishing line. The answers will be evaluated. The 
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parents together with their children can be surprised by a sweet reward (for 
example a fruit table) when reaching the end of the route.

control measurements of weight, bMi, and blood pressure
For those who would like to have their values measured at the session, we can 
arrange to meet 1� minutes before each session begins. As people see the 
positive results, they will be motivated to stick to their lifestyle changes. 

health literature sales
Also, the sellers of health literature (colporteurs, etc.) may be invited to 
the health club sessions in order to offer various materials concerning dif-
ferent health topics.

In relation to books as well as other health products, it is a wise thing to 
introduce people to the less known and new products on the health market. 
By good promotion you can increase their interest in buying them, and 
thus the probability is higher that they will keep purchasing those healthy 
products to substitute some less healthier items in their diet.

Present new health items on the market 
Regular presentations on less known items and new products of healthy 
lifestyle, increases the interest of the attendants, while at the same time 
increasing their interest to buy these items so that they will replace less 
healthy products in their kitchen. 

health correspondence course
This course is aimed at people who wish for a change in their lifestyle; 
however, don’t feel like discussing their life decisions in a group of people. 
These people receive their “health course” in a mail to their home address 
(12 parts altogether). After they study the given topic and take the control 
test, they receive the next lesson with a different topic. Even some of the 
health club attendants may be interested in this form of education, as well 
as their family members, neighbors, friends, colleagues, etc. This course is 
also available via the Internet.

To those who are interested may also be offered other correspondence courses, such as 
the “Family”, the “Bible course”…etc. You can order these courses at field coordinators for 
free. You can also find them on the Internet at: www.klubyzdravi.cz;  www.zivotazdravi.cz;  
www.magazinzdravi.cz 

lecturer exchange or visiting a neighboring health club
If you feel that your activities start becoming monotonous, invite some 
of the lecturers from the neighboring health clubs. Lecturers may present 
a health lecture, show pictures from their health clubs, or you may ask 
them various questions. For a change you can go to see their health clubs 
as guests.
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If there is an opportunity, the entire health club 
can arrange to go see another one. In that case 
it is good to choose a social evening with a dis-
cussion rather than an informative presentation. 
You can prepare a simple knowledge competi-
tion, choose a song to sing, prepare a food sam-
pling, etc. When leaving, be sure to invite the 
other group to visit your health club. After some 

time you can plan a weekend outing combining two, even three health 
clubs together.

Mutual holiday at a summer health camp
Many people after experiencing certain changes 
during the year do not want to spend their holi-
days in the traditional unhealthy style. You may 
offer them a pleasant educational relaxation 
week with a vegetarian diet, a relaxing atmos-
phere, interesting presentations given by profes-
sionals, with a possibility to take measurements 
and receive consultations about any unclear qu-
estions, excursions, sport activities, and social 
evenings. In Slovakia, these Summer Health 
Camps are organized by the Life and Health As-

sociation; in the Czech Republic it is the Streams of Health Association. All 
the current information can be found at: www.klubyzdravi.cz
www.zivotazdravie.sk

“i will take my health in my own hands”
This educational process is actually a graded competition. The competition 
goes on in the entire country and the grading criteria are strictly set. One 
can gain a certificate provided that they received 100 points in � years. 
If a person wants to join the competition, there are small cards prepared 
saying “I will take my health in my own hands” (so that a person values it 
and buys it only if he or she is really interested). This educational process 
requires that people:
a)  personally attend individual health club sessions
b)  acquire information – knowledge
c)  apply individual health principles in their own life
d)  motivate others and help those around them

the criteria of this educational process:
“100 points to be healthy” during three years justifies a person to receive 
a certificate for the educational process called “I will take my health in my 
own hands”. The points may be gained for the following activities:
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health expo – attending � points  1 time only
health club meeting – cooking course – health club exercise program
 2 points limitlessí
You can also include discussion groups, excursions, etc.
acquiring a new attendant into the competition
 2 points limitless
When new attendant gets 20 point, you will get 2 points
attending a 1-week summer health camp  20 points limitless
health expo – active participation as a volunteer 
 � points limitless
We mean responsibility in the booth activity, nor just handing the pens or leaflets…
applying a decision for lifestyle change 1 point limitless
It concerns a new personal and independent decision, e.g. to drink 2 liters of water daily, 
exclude meat out of the diet, exercise 4 times a week at 
least, etc. A point is given only after 1 month of persis-
tently following the decision and  trusting in the word of 
the attendants. In case a participant stops to practice the  
lifestyle change, a point will not be taken away; however, 
he or she cannot receive another point for the same area 
in the future.

When a participant receives the first point, a 
date is marked on the card. The certificate is 
issued when the total of 100 points is reached, 
the exact date is marked, and the lecturer puts 
a stamp on it. The card is scanned or copied, and the certificate is issued 
based on that copy. The particular participant keeps the original card after 
he or she gets the certificate.

connecting the initiative with a health expo
When organizing the Health Expo we try to invite the attendants to the 
following health club session. in the booth or especially at the final coun-
seling section it is possible to offer the participants (for free) an educational 
program called “Take your health in your own hands”. We try to summarize 
the whole process and offer them a chance to receive competition cards. 
We likewise let them know that since they have just attended the Health 
Expo they can already have � points written in their card. Further, we try 
to motivate them to come to the following sessions as they can get 2 points 
for attending each one. The offer needs to include the health club program 
for the current or soon upcoming semester.

The form of competition was established to increase motivation in peo-
ple. It appeals to competitive people because they can see an opportunity 
to receive a certificate, and at the same time it motivates them to a change 
in their lifestyle. Be sure to never force people into this, some people may 
even view this as a barrier.
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The cards “I will take my health in my own hands” you can get at field coordinators. They 
also issue the certificates once someone reaches the 100 points.

4. the second semester

The program for the first semester (from January to June) needs to be pre-
pared by october at the latest in order to be able to submit the budget 
in time. In case a financial grant is asked for, it needs to be even sooner. 
The program for the second semester (from September to December) is 
being prepared in May so that the leaflets with the program can be handed 
out to people during the last sessions before the holiday break. However, 
we can prepare it together with the first semester if we want to include it 
in the annual budget.

the content of the program
Thanks to a relationship of trust created with the visitors in the first semes-
ter, we can introduce to the program more direct approaches in the 
area of mental health. They can be aimed at building up relationships, 
effective communication, healthy family, etc. However, we can also con-
tinue to include some basic principles of the neWstaRt program in our 
presentations and practical activities.

growth of the attendants
If some of the attendants have matured enough 
to develop a desire to help you and others, 
instruct them and give them opportunities. If 
you see that they did well to help at some of the 
events and their desire to be involved has dee-
pened, at an opportune moment you can try to 
offer them this manual to study.
None of the attendants should feel forced into 
anything. With the right approach they will feel 

only motivated; however, any of their decisions need to be their own 
personal ones.

outside the health club session the interested ones may get together 
with the lecturers in a small group setting to deepen their knowledge 
and learn more about some particular area of health that interests them. 
It takes time to mature enough to be able to feel the need of a more per-
sonal contact. We should be careful not to skip any phase of this maturing 
process in the people.
These “more private” sessions require trust and develop often only after 
several years of attending the sessions. They can rather be considered as 
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an exception in the second semester; however, you should give opportu-
nities for these meetings. The small groups are not an official part of the 
health clubs; however, they are needed in order to deepen relationships 
and knowledge.

The aim and activities of the smaller groups are described in detail in another manual: 
The internal guide of health clubs. (This appendix is updated regularly, and is available 
to the lecturers at their field coordinators).

During the cycle you can arrange a weekend retreat again, and possibly 
some other activities that are binding the group together. if the relation-
ships get colder, it is possible that:
−	 some of the participants have problems that should never escape our 

attention
−	 our enthusiasm has declined. Let’s check whether our organization team 

has not become smaller and thus the interest has weakened. The solution 
for this might be the active attendants who are willing to help.

�. the third and following semesters

the content
The content of the program and the way we realize it is similar to the 
previous time periods. We can arrange new presentations, seminars, and 
new creative ideas. Some of the most popular activities may be repeated 
for the people who newly join our meetings.

Personal growth of attendants
It is necessary to watch the way our individual attendants grow and 
mature. Even though many of them have already attended the entire year 
of health club sessions, each one of them may be on a completely different 
level. There are people to whom you may repeat the very same recipes over 
and over again and they are extremely grateful 
and want nothing more from you. However, they 
are not able to apply the acquired principles into 
practice so quickly.

On the other hand, there are people who 
understand the meaning of all this much faster 
and change their lifestyle immediately. These 
people start to become interested in your per-
sonal motives and will look for opportunities to 
get involved. Our effort should focus on finding 
these people and allow them to grow. Our pro-
gram needs to get both mentioned groups interested, as well as some 
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others who find themselves somewhere in between, which is not always 
easy.

new lecturer
If a person was active in working for the health club in the previous semes-
ter and has already studied the manual, let that person acquire all the 

needed knowledge (e.g. in interest groups), and 
also undergo everything needed in order to 
receive the lecturer card. As long as they fulfill 
all the requirements needed and they truly desire 
to help, they can become a member of your 
organization team, or…
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Phase iV    
“the ciRcle closes”

1. establishing a new health club

... or establish a new health club under the super-
vision of an experienced lecturer. This also is one 
of the aims of the health club activities. The prin-
ciple of reproduction is well known in all areas 
of nature, but also in business, religion, sport… 
What you have received you should pass on to 
somebody else. The values that other people pass 
to you, try to pass to others.

a new lecturer helps to lead a newly foun-
ded health club, and motivates other volunteers to cooperate. It is good 
and needed if he or she can grow under the assistance of more experienced 
colleagues. Even if the new lecturer is “wiser” than his colleagues, his or her 
humbleness and ability to become a little submissive will be evidence of 
the personal maturity and competence for this team work. If new lecturers 
have talent for organization and management, they sometimes wish in 
a certain phase to establish their own health club, e.g. in a neighboring 
town, where people live with no knowledge of the most natural disease 
prevention – healthy lifestyle. If a new lecturer is rather perceived as an 
assistant, he or she can become a member of a new organizing team. 
Here we go back to phase I. and II. The whole process repeats itself.

2. the closed circle

At this moment the circle closes. a former attendant of the sessions 
becomes a serving lecturer who teaches and motivates people. If he or 
she does not leave the circle, such a person may in the future help signi-
ficantly other people to live a more healthy life, and likewise raise other 
volunteers to be involved in service. If a circle is closed in this way it can 
lead to reaching the aim. Through this service every person matures to a 
bigger understanding of health. This work is fulfilling the most basic needs 
of a human being. The consequences of this work help in the fight against 
diseases, help to fulfill personal needs and finding the meaning of life.

In working for the health club the process of new beginnings may seem as 
never-ending. Various phases take turns there, such as a repeating circle:
−	 when we need to explain to people the very basic need to care for 

their own health

PaRticiPant  assistantlect
u

R
eR
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−	 when we motivate people to personal changes
−	 when they fall and we help them stand up and start from the 

beginning
−	 when we motivate them to serve others
−	 when we prepare them for this type of service
−	 when we help then establish and run their own health club
−	 when we advise them on what they shall not do
−	 when we start it all over again with new people

It can also happen that people “disappear” in the course of the year; 
or that they will place little importance on the health club sessions. They 
may start to come only once in a while. They can have different reasons 

for this:
−	 originally they might have come only to 
listen to the presentations in order to get the 
information, and after they have heard it they 
simply leave
−	 after they find themselves unable to change 
certain lifestyle habits they become skeptical 
towards other changes and give up
−	 they feel bad because they do not grow as 
fast as other members, and they choose rather 
to leave the group

−	 with time they may realize that the changes are too big of a sacrifice 
in relation to their friends or family for them to continue following 
them

−	 objective causes, such as a tension in the family, problems with 
children, the change of working hours, season work – garden work, 
etc.

−	 they might not feel like becoming a part of the group, they either 
cannot excel in anything or they don’t feel fulfilled by their role in the 
group

−	 they are not being appreciated enough from the side of the organization 
team, in contrast with someone to whom greater attention is paid 
(someone more communicative for instance).

−	 they may not feel a real interest from the team
−	 they were not allowed an opportunity to grow

If we as lecturers try to mold what we have in our hands, and create con-
ditions for good and healthy development of the group, for their growth, 
realization, and inner fulfillment of each individual, then it is likely that 
people will not “disappear” because of us. In these cases it often happens 
that people, after solving their personal problems, come back to the sessi-
ons after months or even years, and they become active participants with 
noticeable personal growth.
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��. the possibility of self supporting Projects as a 
new access Point

Each type of activity costs money. In the previous chapters we mentioned 
several ways of how to obtain financial sources for this work. The areas 
where we work (health foods, healthy lifestyle) we may also use as our 
source of income. These business activities will go beyond the official 
health club activities. Some people like the Health Club activities and have 
possibilities to sponsor the health clubs. According to the experience we 
had with some health food companies (Country Life, Ltd; Alfa Bio, Ltd, 
and others), you can establish little shops, the so called “Centers of the first 
contact”, selling healthy food, literature, or provide counseling services. 
This can be further widened and can include massages, medical doctor 
advisory service, etc. Part of the profit of the shop can be used to support 
the Health Club activities.

Nowadays the products and services of health and healthy lifestyle are 
selling well, and if they are placed at a well frequented place they will sell 
even better. Each one of their customers should be informed about the 
health club activities and should likewise be invited to the sessions.

This ministry is about individual business activities where the focus is 
on people who share the common vision of health clubs. The profit may 
be used to cover all the running expenses, and the rest may be devoted to 
cover the process of development of the health club. This way the whole 
project may become self-financing.

The cooperating companies create a concept of development for the “Centers of the first 
contact” that will in turn support the health clubs. In case you are interested ask your 
field coordinators.
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4. final advice to lecturers

internet sites
Since 2002 there is the website of www.klubyzdravi.cz available to the 
public. This main address will further continue to serve as the main contact 
site for people. All the news concerning the health clubs will be placed on 
the hosting server of the Life and Health Association www.zivotazdravi.cz 
and www.zivotazdravie.sk ; and will be linked through reference links:
www.magazinzdravi.cz
www.casd.cz
www.adventorion.cz

A part of the Czech and Slovak health club sites is an overview of the 
main activities. The current program of individual health clubs will only 
be available if the particular health club submits the information. This is 
considered to be mandatory.

The access to the site with the purpose to place a program there will be a part of the 
appendix: The internal guide. If a lecturer needs, it will be available on request at your 
field coordinators.

It is also desirable for the lecturers to use experience from their health 
clubs and speak about it, show photographs from the events, mention 
some interesting hints about how to run health clubs.

Materials and recommended programs for health clubs
On the above-mentioned pages you will be able to find an updated offer 
of materials, presentations, CDs, and DVDs for the needs of any health 
club. They will all be available to be ordered at the field coordinators.
At the site you can find some specific updated hints for a specific type of 
activity, e.g. some detailed descriptions of activities for the next semester, 
together with ready made materials that you can order and study. In case 
that one specific theme is being developed at the same time by several 
health clubs (e.g. The year against dependencies), the whole concept will 
be available at the above-mentioned Internet sites and the recommended 
materials will be available to order.

the recommended study materials for the lecturers and health club 
activists
Ellen Gould White  Ministry of healing
Hans Diehl dynamic living
Roman a Halyna Uhrin  don’t cook according to cookbooks, a better 

prognosis of personal health
E. W. Hon a call to personal service
Morris Venden how do i recognize the god’s will in my life?
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PRoJect that Will helP establish 
health clubs in neW Places

Aims of the project

Create and educate “strong health-missionary realizing team”
in different places of Slovakia, with a priority to function

in empty (white) places. 

The work for everyone
where it is not abilities that are determining…

…but the desire to serve and willingness to devote to others.

be a MotiVation to an interesting work
be a MotiVation to establishing a new team

write and learn some more: zbm@countrylife.cz
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